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EILENBERG-MOORE MODELS FOR FIBRATIONS
BY

J. C. THOMAS1
Abstract. E. M. model is a new invariant in rational homotopy theory which gives
us both a Künneth object and a Tate-Josefiak resolution. With the E. M. model, we
study relations between formality of base, total space and fibre of a Serre fibration,
obstructions to k-realizability of a cohomology equivalence between two continuous
maps and formalizable maps.

I. Introduction. The main notion of this paper is that of E. M. model of a fibration.
This is a new invariant of the rational homotopy theory of Serre fibrations, with a
filtered structure which gives us both a Künneth object in the sense of Gugenheim
and May and a Tate-Josefiak resolution of the cohomology of the total space of the
fibration. The filtration itself is a homotopy invariant and induces the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence of the fibration. Since we work in commutative differential
graded algebras over a field k of characteristic zero, this E. M. model is easily
computable with the aid of the Sullivan theory of P. L. forms and minimal models.
We adopt the terminology of [6] (see also [7,14]). Existence and uniqueness of the E.

M. model is stated in
Theorem.

Suppose that y: (77, dB) -* (C, dc) is a homomorphism ofc.d.g.a.'s,

and

H°(B,dB) = H°(C,dc) = k.
(A) There exists a K. S. model (f, tj) [6]

(B,dB)

I

(C,dc)

II
&:(B,dB)

U
-

(77® AY, D)

^

(AY, D)

in which:
(1) Y has a second gradation Y = <8>k>0Yk.
(2) £)|y lowers the second gradation

D^)

(so D — dB © 1 + Dx + D2 + ■■■ where

E B ® (AY^).

(3) The induced Dx = pDx is decomposable.
(4) In the spectral sequence determined by the second gradation (Exp'q = (77(77) <8>

(\Y)py~p)

we have E2p-q = 0 for p ¥=0 and therefore tj*: E°'q -* H"(C, dc) is an

isomorphism.
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(B) Suppose there exists a second K. S. model (§"', tj') which verifies (I), (2), (3), (4).
Then there exists an isomorphism of KS extensions (Id, <p,<p) between § and 6S' such

that:
(i) <p(B© (AY)<p) = 77® (AY')^p.
(ii) tj' is homotopic to r\ ° <p(rel 77).

Since (77 ® AY, D) is a distinguished split object in the sense of Gugenheim-May,
H(AY, D) is naturally isomorphic to 7)torB(k, C) and we have the geometric
interpretation:
Theorem.

Consider a Serre fibration of path connected spaces

(*)

F^>E^>M

in which one of H*(M),

H*(F)

is a graded space of finite type and 77,(77) acts

nilpotently in each HP(F). Let C§, tj) be the E. M. model of A(ir): A(M) -* A(E)
where A is the Sullivan functor.
(i) (AY, D) is a K. S. model of F (in general neither minimal nor filtered model in

the sense of Halperin-Stasheff[8]).
(ii) For any K. S. model y: B -* C of tt with B and C connected c.d.g.a.'s,
isomorphic to Z)torB(k, C).

H*(F)

is

The advantage of the E. M. model is that it is easily computable since D is a
perturbation of the underlying formal model (§, £) ofC§, tj).

(§, £) is a K. S. minimal model of y* [6 or 7]

H*(B)

Y-I

II
77*(77) ^

77*(C)

Tí
(77(77) ® AY, £>*)

*

(AY, Df)

with (77(77) ® AY, D\*) a Tate-Josefiak resolution of H*(C) as 77(77)-algebra.
From definitions and uniqueness, we can see that the E. M. model of the natural
inclusion (k, 0) =*(C, dc) is the filtered model of Halperin-Stasheff and that the
underlying formal model is just the bigraded model in the sense of [8].
The spectral sequence determined by the second gradation of an E. M. model will
be called the algebraic Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. Now given a pull back of
a rational fibration (with simply connected bases) there is associated the classical
spectral sequence of Eilenberg-Moore [2]. In [15] Vigué shows how to obtain this
from Sullivan's model theory. Her construction, however, yields an E. M. model, and
thus the two spectral sequences coincide.
The Vigué filtration is finer than our filtration and requires the H. S. filtration in a
filtered model of the base. We give a direct proof of the following result of [15].
Proposition.
Let (*) be as in the preceding theorem. If M is l-connected the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) ( A y D ) is a filtered model of F ( in the sense of [8]).
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(ii) ( Ay Dx ) is a bigraded model of F (in the sense o/[8]).
(iii) 77ze Serre spectral sequence collapses at the E2 level (dr — 0, r > 2).

Recall that a space is formal [8] if its filtered model is isomorphic to its bigraded
model. From the preceding result, if/* is surjective then the geometric realization of
(AF, Dx) (the formal fibre) is a formal space. The converse is false.
Proposition.

j

V

Let (*) F-> E ~* M as in the preceding theorem.

(i) If M and F are formal spaces and if ir^(E) —*JJ? ) ® ^(M)

then the E. M.

spectral sequence [8] of the space E collapses at the E2 level.

(ii) If E is a formal space and if H*(E) = H(M) <8>
H(F) as la-algebras and
H( M )-modules then the E. M. spectral sequences of the spaces [8] M and F collapse at

the E2 level.
(iii) If E, F, M are nilpotent spaces, E and F formal spaces and H(E)
H(F) as k-algebras and H(M)-modules, then the rationalized fibration

s H(M)

<8>

is trivial.
We exhibit a fibration having the following properties.
F and M are both formal and coformal [9].

"*(£) = "¿(M) © 7T^(F) and H(E)^H(M)
modules.

® 77(F) as algebras and H(M)-

The rationalized fibration is not trivial and the total space is not formal.
Then we use E. M. models to construct obstructions to realize a cohomology
equivalence between two maps by a rational homotopy equivalence. These obstructions are independent of the field k and permit us to study formalizable maps. In
particular we obtain the following sequence of strict implications for (*),
(m is formalizable) =>(F has the same rational homotopy type as the formal
fibre) =>(The E. M. spectral sequence of (*) collapses at the E2 level).
We prove that these obstructions depend effectively on the homotopy class of the
formalization of the base, and treat some examples.
The paper is organized as follows.
§11. Algebraic constructions. In which we prove existence and uniqueness of the E.
M. model and of the underlying formal model of a c.d.g.a. homomorphism.
§111. Geometric interpretation and examples. In which we first make precise the
relation between fibrations and E. M. models (1,2,3), and give some examples

(4,5,6). Then we study E. M. models of T.N.C.Z., H. T., C. T. fibrations (7,8). In
(9,10) we look at the E. M. spectral sequence and finally in (11) we study relations
between formality of base, total space and fibre.
§IV. Obstruction to k-realizibility. With the E. M. model, we give a relative version
of [8] and treat some examples.
§V. Formalizable maps. First we apply obstruction to k-realizibility, in order to
study formalizable map. In the particular case when H(A, dA) is a free c.g.a., we
develop a new class of computable obstructions which vanish if and only if the
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homomorphism (A, dA) -> (C, dc) is formal. Finally, we look at the E. M. fibre and
the formal fibre of a formalizable map.

The author is deeply indebted to S. Halperin and J. D. Stasheff for their helpful
advice and for suggestions for improving the presentation

of this paper.

II. Algebraic constructions.
11.1. Let (B, dB) and (C, dc) be two augmented c.d.g.a.'s (commutative differential graded algebras over k) and suppose H°(B, dB) = H°(C, dc) — k and let y:
(77, dB) -* (C, dc) be a homomorphism of augmented c.d.g.a.'s. Let m: (B', dB.) -*
(77, dB) be any model of 77.(B' can always be chosen 0-connected.)

11.2.An E. M. model of y with base ((77', dB.), m) is a K. S. model (§, tj) [6] of y,

(B,dB)

I

(C,dc)

ml

Î j)

<5:(B',dB.)

-*
'

(B'®AY,D)

-»
p

(Ay, D)

in which:
(1) y has a second gradation Y — ®k>0Yk„
(2) D|y lowers the second gradation (so D = dB ® 1 + Dx + D2 + ■■• where
(3) The induced Dx = pDx is decomposable.
(4) In the spectral sequence determined by the second gradation (i.e. Exp-q =

(77(77) ® (AY)p)q~p, p,q>0) we have E~"-q = 0 forp # 0.
11.3. From the preceding definition, we have 77(77' ® Ay D) = £20'*,
r,*:E°'q ^Hq(C,

dc)

is an isomorphism for each q > 0. Let D denote the induced differential on Ay:
D = Dx+ D2 + D3 + ■■■

withD,(Yp)E(AY)p_i.
11.4. Consider on (77, dB) (resp. (77', dB), (C, dc)) the trivial decreasing filtration

and on 77' ® Ay (resp. on Ay)
Fp — F~p — (Ay)^^).
sequences, for p — 0,

the filtration Fp = F~p = B ® (AY)^p (resp.

Thus we have at the Ex level of the corresponding

H(B,dB)

y ~1

H(C,dc)

m* = mf* ta

H(B',dB.)

î ni*

■?■*
-

77(77', dB.) ® Ay0

p°r
-

and forp > 0,

0

=

Il

0

Î >»,'•*
n'.P-*

0

-

77(77', dB,)®(AY)p

(AY)f

Ayo

spectral
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In this way we obtain the commutative diagram

H(B,dB)

t

H(C,dc)

m* î

U

§:H(B',dB.)

-

(H(B',dB,)®AY,D*)

*

(AY, Dx)

where f,AV = T}°*,Ay and t^y,^

= 0. f* is an isomorphism and since Dx is
decomposable the pair (§, f ) is a K. S. minimal model of y* with base 77(77',dB) [6].
11.5. The pair (§, f ) will be called the underlying formal model of (ÍF, tj). The
complex (Ex, D\*) is a free resolution of 77(C, c7c) so that we see directly from the

definition that (77' ® AY, D) is Künneth object [5]. Therefore DtorB(k, C) is naturally isomorphic to 77(k ® 77' ®BY, 1 ®BD) which is isomorphic to H(AY, D). If we
denote Er the spectral sequence induced on (Ay
Er(k,B,C)

D) by Fp, with the notations of [5]

^Er

is the algebraic Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence.
This justifies the name E. M. model.

11.6. Theorem. Suppose that H°(B, dB) = H°(C, dc) - k and y: (77, dB) ->
(C, dc) is a c.d.g.a.

homomorphism.

Then y admits an E. M. model.

We prove this result in the following sections (7,8,9,10).
11.7. Construction of'('S:, tj). We proceed by induction on the second gradation. Let
m
(77', dB) -* (77, c7fi)be a model of (77, dB).
(a)k = 0: Consider a linear section s of the composite

C+ n kerc7c ^ H+(C,dc)

- 77+ (C, dc)/ (H+ (C, dc.) ■H+ (C, dc) + y*(77+ (B, dB)))
and put

y0 = 77+ (C, dc)/ (H+ (C, dc) ■H+ (C, dc) + y*(H+ (77, dB))),
D = dB,®l
inB'®AY0,
Tj0(è ® 1) = ym(b),

T}0(l®y)=s(y),

so that

tj*: 77(77' ® Ay0, D) -» 77(C, c7c)
is surjective. (For the sake of simplicity we will denote 770 for H(B ® AY0, D0).)

(b) k=l:

Set AT0= kerT)5 and let try B' ® Ay0 D ker£>0 - H0, py K0 ->

K0/K0Hq be the canonical projections. Write L0 = 7tyx(K0), let sx be a linear
section of p0 ° ir0^Lgand put a, — ir0o sx. Remark that Kq = 0 and K0 = Im a, ©
AT0770+
, whence K0 — H0 ■Im a,. We put Yx - K0/K0 ■770+with the convention

y E y, equals y E KJK0H+
by putting

but \y \ = \y | - 1, and extend D to 77' ® Ayo ® Ay,

D(l ®y) = sx(y) EB' ® AY0.
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One verifies that tj0(D(1 ® y)) = dca, so that we can extend tj0 to tj,

Vx:(B'®AY0®AYx,D)^(C,dc).
It follows as in [7, Lemma 6.9] that 77' ® Ay0 ® Ay, is c-connected.
(c) Suppose we have defined Y<k, D and -qksuch that
(■)Vk\B'0AY^,

=Vk-U

(■ ■)DY, E B ® (AY^k)<n
(■ ■■)(B' ® AY^k, D) is c-connected and consider the exact sequence
0^Kk^

it
Fk(H(B' ® AY^k)) -7/(C,

dc) - 0

where Fp(H(B' ® AY^k)) is the obvious filtration. Let -ny Fk(B' ® AY^k) n kerzD
r» FkH(B' ® AY^k, D) andpy Kk -* Kk/Kk ■Hq be the canonical projections, put
Lk — Ttk~x(Kk),let sk+x be a linear section of pk ° irkXLand set ak+x = itk ° sk+x. Put
Yk+X— Kk/Kk ■Hq with the convention y E Yk+X equals y E Kk/Kk ■Hq but

Iy | = | y I *"1>and extend Z)to 77'® AY<k+\ by

D(l ®y)= sk+x(y) E Fk(B ® AyQ

n kerZ).

Extend tj^ to tj¿+, as above. Again Lemma 6.9 of [7] shows that B' ® AY^k+x is
c-connected.
(d) By this process, we define a K. S. extension f which is a model of y (since tj* is
an isomorphism) such that DYi E B' ® Ft(AY). The two following lemmas prove

that C$, tj) is an E. M. model.
11.8. Lemma. In the preceding construction, for the spectral sequence induced on

(B ® AY, D) by the second gradation, we have E2p-*=0,ifp>0.
11.9. Proof of Lemma II.8. By a standard spectral sequence argument Lemma II.8
is equivalent to ((For any k s= 1 and any <ï>G 77® (AY)^k n ker D, there exists

w E B®(AY)^k+x such that $ - Dw E B ® AY0)).
Let $ G B ® (AY)^k n kerZ) represent [$] G 7^77(77 ® A(y<A)). By construction, there exists a E B ® AY0 such that rj¡$([a]) = tj?([<I>]).Therefore,
[# - a] G tft = Imat+I

© 770+Kk = H0 ■lmak+x,

so that we can write [$ - a] = 2,A,or(y,) with À, G 770 and v, G ï*+i- From the
definition of D, $ - a = 7>(2,co,A,) + Du with «,. G 5 ® AF0 and u E Fk. Put
w = 2w,y, + tz.
11.10. Lemma. In the preceding construction, Dx is decomposable.

11.11. Proof of 11.10. Suppose there exists y E Yk+X such that Dxy is not
decomposable. The decomposition of Dy given by
DyEFk

= (k®Yk)®

©

((B ® AYq)+ ® Yk)

0
(B®(AY)I)-(B®(AY)J)\
\ >+/=*
i,j>0

j

eilenberg-moore
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will be written Dy = x — 2, co^z, — fi. From the relation D ° D — 0, we have

Dx = 1 A>«0■r!t.+2 (- O'"'0'
*4Dz<+ m
Since x and z, belong to Y^ and Dx E B' ® (Ay)¿_, necessarily Dqu'q = 0. Since
DQ E B® (AY)</c_„ projecting on Fk_x(77(77' ® AY^k_x, D)) yields the relation

[Dx]

2(-0 ko! co^z,

= 2(-l)l"»l[co0][Z)z/]

whence

ok(x) = 2(-l)'W'olkk(^)
i

G Ima, n 770+Ima, C Ima, n H+Kk = 0.

This implies x — 0.
Since the underlying formal model of an E. M. model for y: 77 -» C is the minimal
model for y*: 77(5) -» 77(C) we obtain from [7,6.16]

11.12. Proposition.

7/y*:

77(77,dB) -* H*(C, dc) is n-regular (i.e. y* isomor-

phism until degree n and infective in degree n + 1) then AY is n-connected.

Exactly as in [8, §3], we have
11.13. Proposition.
Any two of the following three conditions implies the third:
(i) H(C, dc) is a noetherian algebra (resp. graded space of finite type).
(ii) H(B, dB) is a noetherian algebra (resp. graded space of finite type).
(iii) For each k, Yk is finite dimensional (resp. Y is a graded space of finite type).

First, we prove uniqueness of underlying formal model.
11.14. Theorem. If ('S', tj') and ('S", tj") are two E. M. models of y, with same base
((77', dB,), m), and underlying formal models (§', f') and(§", f ") then there exists a K.
S. extension isomorphism (IdW(B. d ■.,cp, <p~)
between §' ande" such that:
(a) cpczzzc7
cpare ofbidegree (0,0),

(b)r°<p = r.
11.15.Proof of 11.14.Fix notation by the following diagram

(77(5', dB.) ® At,

H(B',dB.)-

D'*)--

->(AY',£>¡)

-* H(C, dc)

(H(B\ dB,)®AY",D';*)-

(AY", Dx)

We construct cpby induction on second gradation:

(a) k = 0: Put <p(ß ® 1) = ß ® 1, ß E 77(77',dB.). If y0 E Y¿, there exists ay¡¡E
77(77') ® Ayo' such that Ç'(yQ) = Ç"(ay ). Thus we may extend <p to a c.d.g.a.
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homomorphism of bidegree (0,0) cp: (77(77') ® AY¿,0) -* (77(77') ® AY¿',0) such

that $" °<P= r.
(b) k = 1: Let >>,G y,, then <p(Z>;*y,)G 77(77')® AY¿' and f" ° <p(D'x*yx)
=
f'(Z)¡*.y,) = 0. Therefore, there exists ay¡ E 77(77)® (AT"), such that <p(D'x*yx)=
(D"*a

). As usual we may extend cpto a c.d.g.a. homomorphism

of bidegree (0,0)

cp: (77(77') ® AY'^X,D'x*) -(77(77') ® AY'¿X,D'x'*)

such that f " ° cp= f'.
(c) Â:^ 2: Let yk E Yk, then <p(í>¡*^) G 77(77')® (AF')t_,

n ker D'{*. Since

E*-'-0 = 0, there exists ayt E 77(77') ® (AY")k such that <p(D'x*yk)= D'x'*an.
(d) Finally, we obtain a commutative diagram

(H(B') ® AY', D'x*)

■*(Ay, o;)

(77(77') ® AY", D'x'*) -*(AY",
p'{

D'x')

and from the relation f " ° <P— ¿", we deduce that <p*is an isomorphism, and from
the minimality of the K. S. extensions [7] we deduce that cpand <pare isomorphisms.
11.16. We state uniqueness of the E. M. model.

11.17. Theorem. Let ('S', tj') and ('S", tj") be two E. M. models of a c.g.d.a.
morphism y with same base ((B',dB,), m). Then there exists an isomorphism (IdB,,\p,\p)
between f czzzcz*
f " such that x¡i(Fp = F'p', xf(Fp = F'p' and tj" ° xp~ tj rel.B'.

In view of Theorem 11.14, we may assume the underlying formal models satisfy

G' = G", and so that 11.17 reduces to
11.18. Proposition.
Suppose that the E. M. models in 11.17 have the same
underlying formal model. Then there exists an isomorphism of K. S. extension
(\dB,, \p, \p) such that:

(i)W-ld)(Yp)EFp_x(p^0).
(ii) tj" o ^ ~ T, (rel.B'),

where the total space of'S' (resp. S") is (77' ® AY, D') (resp. (77' ® AY, D")).
11.19. This last proposition can be proved as the second part of 4.4 in [8], with a
few changes.
III. Geometric interpretation and examples.
III.l. If it: E -> M is a continuous map, we define an E. M. model of it to be any

model of the c.g.d.a.'s homomorphism A(tt): (A(M), dM) -* (A(E), dE), when A is
the Sullivan function [13].

eilenberg-moore
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III.2. Recall [6 or 7] that a rational fibration
(*)

F —Ts—M

is a sequence of base point preserving continuous maps between pointed path
connected topological spaces such that a certain condition on the minimal model is
satisfied. Rational fibrations include [7] Serre fibrations of path connected spaces in
which one of H*(M), H*(F) is a graded finite type space and trx(M) acts
nilpotently on each Hr(F). We define an E. M. model of the rational fibration (*) to
be any E. M. model of the c.d.g.a. homomorphism A(tr): we have then a commutative diagram

(A(M),dH)

W

(A(E),dE)

mí

*W

(A(F),dF)

Ti,

^:(77,c7B)

i

(B®AY,D)

U
P

— s

-

(AY, D )

where m*, tj* and tj* are isomorphisms (the last condition is true since we suppose

(*) to be rational). Thus the E. M. fibre (AY, D) is a K. S. model of F, which is in
general neither minimal nor a filtered model of F in the sense of [8] as will be seen in

III.4.
111.3. For the underlying formal model (§, f ), we have the following commutative

diagram

H*(M)

t

H*(E)

m* î

C

fî

77(77,dB)

-

(77(77)® AY, D*)

H*(F)
îf

5

(AY, Dx)

where m* and f* are isomorphisms, but in general f* is not an isomorphism (see

III.4).
(Ay £>,) and its geometric realization are both called the formal fibre of(*).

111.4.E. M. model of the Hopf fibration. Consider the Hopf fibration

si Ls2n+X —cp"
The map 77induces between the minimal models the homomorphism

f:(A(b,b'),dB)-*(Ax,0)
defined by

|*| = 2,
/(*) « 0,
dB(b) = 0,

|*'| = |x| = 2«+ 1,
/(*') = x,
dB(b') = b"+x.
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So we can see, since D = Dx, that the E. M. spectral sequence of (0) collapses at
the E2 term, but is not totally degenerated since [xb + x'] ^ 0 G £2~1,6.On the right
diagram we see, from [8], that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the space F
does not collapse since dy E22,9 -» £°'8 is nonzero.
III. 11. Applications to formality of fibre, base, and total space. Recall that a rational

fibration (*) is called weakly homotopically trivial [14] (W.H.T.) if tt^(E) = iry\M)
© it^(F), that a space is formal [8] if its filtered model is isomorphic to the bigraded
model and weakly formal [8] if the E. M. spectral sequence of the space collapses. So
we have the following relations:
M and F are formal spaces!

(*) is an H. T. fibration

£ is a formal space

I

,
.
M and F are formal spaces
/ \.
^ *
. ™, „. ™, ..,
í
(*)isaC.T.
and W.H.T. fibration]
£ is a formal space
( *) is a C. T. fibration j

[ (*) is an H. T. fibration j
£ is a weakly formal

(*) is an H. T. fibration (2)
w
xw
£ is a formal space (2)

(*) is a W.H.T. fibration
[ M and F are weakly formal spaces J

f £ and £ are formal spaces 1

i

/ \-

^ ™ -•■ •

( 1)

r =>(*) is a H. T. fibration.

[ (*) is a C. T. fibration J

.

(4)

(1) and (3) follow from the lemma:
111.12. Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent if(*) is a C. T. fibration:

(i) E is weaklyformal.
(ii) (*) is weakly homotopically trivial and M and F are weakly formal.

We prove this lemma in the following manner: Consider the Vigué model of (*)

[15]
( AZ, dB) -» (AZ ® AX, D) - ( AA, D ).
It is an E. M. model and from III.8 its underlying formal model can be chosen so

that£>f = 1 ® Dy.
H(AZ, dB) U (H(AZ, dB) ® AA, 1 ® Dx) - (AX, Dx).
Whence (AZ ® A A, D) is the filtered model of £ [8].
So, ((£ weakly formal)) is equivalent to (((AZ ® AA, D) minimal» ([8]). This
is equivalent to (((*) is a W.H.T. fibration and (AZ,dB) and (AA, D) are
minimal)).
111.13. Counterexample for (2). Consider the rational fibration
(0)

S3 VS3 ->£-

S3 X S5

EILENBERG-MOORE MODELS FOR FIBRATIONS
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defined by its E. M. model with (A(¿>, b'),0) as described below in low dimensions
(H*X2(E) = 0):

b'xy, b'bx, b'by

11

10

b, x,y

In this example, the base M and the fibre M are formal and coformal spaces, the
fibration (0) is W.H.T. (since b and b' represent nontrivial elements of ir$(M)). E is
not a formal space as it can be seen from the obstruction theory of [8], and therefore
(0) cannot be homotopically trivial.

III. 14. Proof of (4). Consider the E. M. model of (*) introduced in the proof of
III. 12. Since £ and £ are formal and (*) C. T., from III.7 and III. 12,
(AA, D) is a bigraded model of £,
( AX ® AZ, D) is a bigraded model of £.
On the other hand, since (*) is C. T., there also exists

a:H*(F)

- 77*(£)

such that/* ° o = làH*{F)(cf. [14]). So that:
(i) 'Sis a K. S. minimal model of(*).
(ii) There exists a c.g.d.a.

morphism r such that the following diagram commutes:

(77*(£),0)

-

f
(AA, D)
(in) P*°t*

(77*(£),0)
r

i

(AZ®AX,D)

=_idff{Ajr>/j)-

Since (AX, D) is minimal, a = p ° t is an automorphism of (AX, D). Then
t' = t o a~x satisfies p o T' = idAA. and using (i), from [14] we deduce that (*) is H.

T.
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Proof. Directly from the definitions (ii) is equivalent to (iii).
(a) In the formal model (@, f) of (*) consider

Px:(H(B)®AY,D*)^(AY,
Dx).
If we suppose (ii), then H+(AY, Dx) = 0 and 770(AY, Dx) = H(AY, D) so that
p* — p2 = (p*) is surjective. Therefore/* is surjective.
(b) Reciprocally, suppose (*) T.N.C.Z. From the Leray Hirsch theorem we deduce

that 77(£) is a free 77(77)-module.Hence, by II.4, 77(77)® AY0/D*(H(B) ® (AY),)
is also a free 77(77)-module. More precisely, there exists a graded subspace F of Y0
such that the natural inclusion

cp: (77(77) ® V,0) -(77(77) ® AY, D)
induces an isomorphism cp* between cohomologies. Filter both sides by the 77(77)
degree we obtain two first quadrant spectral sequences. From the Moore comparison

theorem (Sem. Cartan 54-55, p. 3-04) we deduce that
<p(0'*:V^H(AY,DX)
is an isomorphism of bidegree (0,0), whence

H+(AY,Dx)=0

and H0(AY, Dx) = H(AY, D) (= V)

so that (AY, Dx) — 0 is the bigraded model of £.
III.8. Cohomologically or homotopically trivial fibrations. Recall [14] that a fibration
(*) is cohomologically trivial (C. T.) if there exists an algebra isomorphism / such that
the following diagram commutes:

H(E)

H(M)

H(F)

H(M) ® H(F)
A fibration (*) is homotopically trivial (H. T.) if there exist a K. S. minimal model
(&, p) and c.g.d.a. isomorphism cpsuch that the following diagram commutes:

(B® AX,d)

(AX,d)

(B,dB)

(B® AX, dB®d)
Evidently, we have the following result.
Proposition.
C.T. fibration)

The E. M. model (resp. the formal model) of an 77. T. fibration (resp.
can be chosen so that D = dB®D
(resp. D\* = ±1 ® Dx) and
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(AY, D) (resp. (AY, 73,)) is the filtered model of F (resp. the bigraded model of
H(F)).
III.9. Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequences. Consider

a c.g.d.a. homomorphism

<p:

(77, dB) -* (77', dB.) and the push-out diagram,

(B'®AY,D')

(77® AY, D)
(P.O)

=

(B'®

(B® AY),dB,® D)
B

w

,î

(B',dB.)

(B,dB)

then (B' ® AY, D') is a filtered c.g.d.a. which gives a second quadrant spectral
sequence £r converging to 77(77' ® AY, D'). With the definitions of [5], (77 ® AY, D)
is a Runneth object,

DtorB(B', B®AY)

= 77(77' ® AY, D'),

and

£r(77', 77,77® AY) = £r
is the algebraic E. M. spectral sequence of the push-out diagram.
III. 10. Example of an E. M. spectral sequence. Consider the rational fibration

F^

(0)

CP7

where -n is the cellular application CP1 U^D4 -» S4 which maps the 2-skeleton on

the base point of S4. The E. M. model of (0) and the filtered model of F ave
described in low dimension by the two diagrams. For base one chooses 77 = (1, b)
with b2 = 0.

(b-^y+xx

-x2+b

x

L 2

E. M. model of(l)
Filtered model of F
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It follows at once from the definition that the E. M. model of /is an E. M. model
of 77.The former has the form
p

'S: (A(b, b'), dB) - (A(b, b') ® AY, D) - (AY, D )

with
Y=Yq®Yx®

kJi.

Yo= k^o>

Iä 1=2«+ 1,
Dy0 = 0,

Y2,
Y2 = ky2,

1*1=i.

\yi\~ 2n>

Dyx = b,

Dy2=y0-b'

+ b"yx.

We can verify that the E. M. fibre (AY, D) is not minimal since Dy2 —y0 and not
a filtered model in the sense of [8] since Y, and Y2 ¥= 0. One can verify that this E.
M. model does not coincide with the Vigué model of/, although this base of iFis also
the filtered model of CP", since b' is here of filtration 0 and of filtration 1 in Vigué

model.
III.5. The computation of the E. M. model becomes very easy when we use the
Felix diagram [3] described below (in the particular case of the Hopf fibration):

V

=0

[*]'

2/7 + 2

y0

[b\"

y%

[b]
D\
y,
1

0

Formal model

The left diagram is a Tate-Josefiak resolution of 77*(£) as H*(M) module and
the right diagram is a perturbation of the preceding when we replace H*(M) by a

model of M.
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111.6. £. M. model of fibrations over a sphere. Consider the rational fibration, with

base a sphere S

fÍe^s
and v: (AZ, 8) -* (A(E), dE) a filtered model of £ [8].
(a) Suppose that S = S2n+X and let ((Ab,0), m) be a minimal model of S2n+X;
then
(a-1): If ir*([b]) is decomposable in H*(E) (or zero), then

Yq= Z0,
D[AZ = 8,

Y, = k*©Z„

Db = b-%

and

Y,= Z„

i>2,

v(%) - A(tt) ° m(b) = dEü.

(a-2): If tt*[b] is indecomposable in 77*(£), then
Y0©k<K0= Z0,

Y,= Z„

i>l,

D is defined by the isomorphism

<p:(AZ,Ô) ->(A/>® AY,Z>)
with <p| Y = id and q>(b) = 4>0.
(b) Suppose that 5 = S2" and let ((A(b, b'), d), m) be a minimal model of S2n
with ei/V= b2. Choose cp: (A(/>, />'), d) -» (AZ, 5) so that cp(/3)= $ G AZ0, cp(/>')
= $' e(AZ)s,
and »/cp~ A(tr)m rel. A(zb,¿V).
(b-1): If $' is decomposable (then $ is decomposable)

Y0= Zq,

Y, = Z, ©ktb,

£|az = ô> Db = b-<&,

Y2= Z2©k/y,

^ = Z,,

Db'= (V-b')

z > 3,

+ (b + <b)b.

(b-2): If 0' is indecomposable and $ is decomposable

Yq= Z0,

Y, = Z, ©kft,

Z2=Y2©k<D',

1; = ^",

i»3,

Z)/3= ¿b- $, *■: (A(/3, b') ® AY, D) -ii (AZ, />) is c.g.d.a.'s isomorphism such that

¥ Jyf: Y, -** Z, and * |y; Y,-» Z,.
(b-3): If $' is indecomposable and 0 is indecomposable

Z0=Y0©k$,

Z, = Y,©k$\

^ = 2?,

i>2,

111.7.£. Af.modelof a T.N.C.Z. fibration. Recall that a fibration (*) is T.N.C.Z. if
/*: H*(E) -* H*(F)
result.

Proposition.

is surjective. We give a shorter proof for the following Vigué

If Hx(M,k) = 0 and H*(M) or H*(F) finite type algebras then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Thefibration (*) is T.N.C.Z.
(ii) Theformal fibre of (*) is the bigraded model of F.
(hi) 77ze£. Af.fibre of (*) is the filtered model of F.
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IV. Obstructions to k-realizability.
IV. 1. Consider two c.d.g.a. morphisms

a:(A,dA)^(C,dc),

a':(A',dA,)^(C,dc.),
and a quasi-isomorphism
yA:(A,dA)^(A',dA).

IV.2. a and a' are called c-equivalent if there exists a commutative diagram

H(A,dA)
H(A', dA.)

£

H(C,d)

Ifc
H(C, dc.)

where fA and/c are isomorphisms. The couple (/,, fc) is called a c-equivalence.
IV.3. A c-equivalence (y*, /c) is called k-realizable if there exists:
(i) A K. S. minimal model ($, £) of a, with base ((77, dB), mB).
(ii) A K. S. minimal model (£', £') of a' with base ((77, dB), mB° yA).
(iii) An isomorphism of K. S. extensions (idB, cp, cp) from $ to &' such that

<p*
= (rr'/c¿*.
IV.4. If (y*, /c) is k-realizable, we have the following commutative

(A,d.)

T=->

(C, dc)

(B ®AX, d) h-

(AX, c7)

-J

I*

(B, dB)

1a

diagram:

(B ® AX ci') h

(AA*,rf')

I*

i /lA°mB

(C, dc.)

(A',dA.)-

IV.5. We denote by ß a natural isomorphism (cf. [1])

ß:H ° A -*H(,k).
If a: S \-> T and a': S' -» T are continuous maps, a couple (fT, fs) is a
c-equivalence between a and a' if (ßr'frßr'
ß&fsßs) 's a c-equivalence between

A(a) and A(a').
A c-equivalence (fT, fs) is k-realizable if (ßrUßr*
IV.6. Proposition,

ßsVsßs) *s k-realizable.

(a) If there exists a commutative diagram

S'

T

ys i

S

T
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where ys and yT are rational homotopy equivalences then the c-equivalance (y*, y*) is

k-realizable.
(b) If S, T, S', T' are nilpotent spaces with rational cohomology of finite type, and if
the c-equivalence (y*, fs) is Q-realizable then there exists a commutative diagram
n

So
Í7t

(Ys)q-I

where yT is an homotopy equivalence and Sq,Tq,Sq,Tq
rationalized spaces (resp. the rationalized maps).

(resp. aQ, aQ,(ys)Q)

are the

IV.7. The proof of IV.6 is an immediate consequence of the unicity of K. S.
minimal models in part (a) and of existence of a geometric realization functor in (b)
[!]■
IV.8. Suppose that (y*, fc) is a c-equivalence.
Fix notations by the following diagram, where: (S, tj) is an E. M. model of a with
base ((77, dB),mB) and underlying formal model (%, £).
('S', tj') is an E. M. model of a', with base (77, dB),(yA ° mB) and underlying
formal model (§, fc ° f )• Obviously, from 11.14 such a model (S', tj') exists.

(A,dA)

• (C, dc)

h

(B®AY,D)

—*(Ay/3)

1a

(AY, D')
(A',dA,)

From 11.18,we deduce
IV.9. Proposition.
The c-equivalence (y*, fc) is k-realizable
exists an isomorphism of K. S. extensions (Idfl, ^, ,F) such that:

if and only if there

(i)(*-ld)YpEFp_x,p>0.
(ii) (r,')* o ¥* = fc o t,*.

IV. 10. From the preceding theorem it is natural to define an zz-realizer cp as an
isomorphism

cp: (77 ® AY.„+1, D)-*(B®
suchthat

AY^„+X, D')

cpo i = tand(cp - IdXY^) C Fp_x,Vp G {0,1,...,«

If cpis an zz-realizer for (y*, fc), the degree + 1 linear map

0(<p): Yn+x^H(C',dc.)

+ 1}.
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defined by 0(<p) ■y — [tj',<pDy] is called an obstruction element. We set 0„(yA, fc)
— {0(<p) | <pis an zz-realizer of (y*, fc)} and denote by A„ the space of degree zero

derivations 6 of 77® AY<n which satisfy:

()D'0 = 0D',

(••)^ = o,

(• • •) 6(Yp) C 77® (AY<nUp.it Vp G {0,1,... ,n).
Consider then the linear map

y:A„^Homx(Yn+x,H(C',dc,))

defined by y(0) • y = h'OD'y] and we denote by 0„(y*, fc) the image of On(y%,fc)
in the quotient space Hom'(Yn+1, 77(C, c7c-))/y(A„).
Following the proofs of [8], with the above notation and very few changes we

obtain
IV. 11. Proposition.

Suppose that cp is an (n — l)-realizer

for (yA, fc)

then

On(y*A,fc) = O(cp) + y(A„).
IV. 12. Proposition.

An (n — l)-realizer <pfor (y*, fc) extends to an n-realizer iff

0(tp) = 0.
Corollary.

If (y*,fc)

is (n — l)-realizable,

then (y*, fc) is n-realizable

iff

on(y*A,fc) = y(^n)-

IV.13. Theorem, (a) IfH*(B, dB) and H*(C, dc) are of finite type, then (y*, fc) is
realizable iff Ôn(y*,fc) = 0, V« G N.
(b) This obstruction theory is independent of the choice of the extension field k of Q.

IV.14. Examples. (1) Let Tbe the 19th-stage in a Postnikov tower of (S¡ X SX4)
V Si and a and a' two continuous
homotopy classes in irX7(T):

maps which represent respectively the two

[[[sa\sn,s¿]si],

[[[s;,st],se}g}:*{\{s>,s>],si]s¡}.
For any automorphism

/ of H(Sx\k),

(id*-, /)

is a c-equivalence which is not

k-realizable since Ô3(id,f)¥=0.
(2) Let it: E -> S3 X S5, as in III. 12, then m is c-equivalent to the trivial fibration,
7T0:(S3 X S5) X (S3 V S3) - S3 X 55

and from the Felix diagram described in III. 13, we see that
°l((ldS3XS3)*'id//(S3XS5)x//(S3V53))

^

0.

Since (S3 X S5) X (S3 V S3) is a formal space, we deduce that any c-equivalence
((ids3x<r5)*, /) is not realizable. We find again that this fibration is not /i-equivalent

to the trivial fibration.

(3) Since On(y*, fc) E Hom'( Y„+„ H(C, dc,)), clearly the conditions
(i)Y; = 0,if/z</(p+l),
(ii)Hs(C',dc,) = 0, iis>N,
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imply that there exists only a finite number of nonzero obstructions

(Homx(Yp+x,H(C, dc.j) = 0, Up > (N - 2)/l - 2).
(4) (i) In particular, if (*) is a rational T.N.C.Z. fibration

(*)

F^E^M

and (9, tj) an E. M. model of à, then (AY, D) is the filtered model for £ (III.7).
Hence if 77r(£) = 0, 1 < r < / and 77J(£) = 0, 5 > N = 3/ + 1, then every obstruction is zero (cf. [8, Corollary 5.16]).
(ü) From (i) we deduce that if (*) if C. T. and if 77r(£) = 0, 1 < r < /, r > 3/ + 1,
then (*) is H. T.
IV.15. Remarks on the E. M. fibre. From IV.9, we deduce: If (y*, fc) is
k-realizable then there exists an isomorphism
_
_

_

*: (AY, D) -+(AY, £>')

such that

(*-ld)(Yp)

E Fp_x,

p^O.

In particular, (AY, D) and (AY, D') must have the same homotopy type.
For example, the Hopf map (III.4) and the constant map S2n+X -»*'•«* CP" are
c-equivalent but any c-equivalence is not k-realizable, since the geometric realization

of E. M. fibre is S¿, and of the formal fibre is K(Q, 2n) X S¿.
V. Formalizable map.
V.l. Given a c.g.d.a. (A, dA) and a minimal model (^iA, mA) of (A, dA), we call
formalization of (A, dA) any homomorphism
0A:VtA^H(A,dA)

such that

d* = m*: H(V\LA) -+H(A,dA).
V.2. If (A, dA) is formal, the bigraded model in the sense of [8]

p:(AZ,d)^H(A,dA)
is a formalization of (A, dA).
V.3. Let a: (A, dA) -» (A', dA.) be a homomorphism and 6Abe a formalization of
(A,dA).
(i) a is BA-formal if there exist a formalization 6C and a homomorphism
that the following diagram is homotopy commutative:

(A,dA)

-

mA î

(C,dc)
Î mc

9lt„

^

->

8AI

H(A,dA)

91LC
[0C

-*

H(C,dc)

<31tasuch
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(ii) a is formalizable if there exists a formalization 0A such that a is f^-formal.
(iii) a is formal if for all formalizations 6A,a is (^-formal.

V.4. A homomorphism

0s:91ts^77(S,k)
such that 6g — ßsm% (IV.5) is called a formalization of the topological space S.
A continuous map a: S (-» T is called f?r formal (resp. formalizable, formal) if
A(a): (A(T), dT) -* (A(S), ds) is 6A(T)-formal(resp. formalizable, formal).

V.5. Remarks, (a) The definition V.3(ii) coincides with Definition 3.6 of [10]. In
[16 and 4] formalizable maps are called formal maps.
(b) From definition, it is clear that if a is 0A-formal and if 8A ~ 0A, then a is
t7¿-formal. We prove in V.8(b) that 0A-formalization depends effectively on the
homotopy class of 0A.
V.6. Proposition.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) a is 6A-formal.
(ii) The c-equivalence(m*,
w*) between £DHacz«c7a* is k-realizable.
(iii) There exists an isomorphism (id, ty, ty) between an E. M. model ('S, tj) ofG)\ia

with base (911^,id) and an E. M. model ('S', tj') of a* ° t?^with base (911^,id) such
that (ty — id) strictly lowers the filtration and (tj')* ° ^* = m* ° tj*.

V.7. The proof of V.6 results directly from the unicity of K. S. minimal models, and

from IV.9.
The obstruction theory of IV. 10, directly applied.
V.8. Particular case when H(A, dA) is a free e.g.a. Such c.d.g.a.'s (A, dA) are
canonically formal; i.e. any two formalizations are homotopic, whence, if a is
formalizable then a is formal.
In this case, we built a new obstruction theory.

Denote by H(A,dA) = AX, (<S,tj): (AX,0)^

(AX ® AY, D) ^(AY, D) an E.

M. model of 91La.
Since dB = 0, D - Dx + D2 + ■■■ and Df = Dx (cf. II.2 and II.5), Proposition
V.6 yields:
a is formal if and only if there exists an automorphism ^ of A X ® A Y such that:
(i) "ty o i — i,

(ii) í»ü

= D|o*,

(iii) (y£y- id)Yp EFp_x,p = 0,l,....
Let Der/ be the space of degree s derivations on AX ® AY satisfying:
(a) 0 o t = 0,

(b)r7(Y/7)C£/,„„p
= 0,l,...,
77/ be the homology of the cochain complex

-»

De7/T,' - Der>-J Der??,1

with t3, = [ Dx, ■] and [ •, •] is the bracket of derivations.
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If we write * = id + *, + % + ■■■+^p + ■■■ with *p(Yk) E (AY)k_p then
¥, G Der}1and the condition *£> = D^ implies
D2 = Dl%-%Dl

= Dl(%).

We put
cô, = [D2] E H\

and the preceding condition implies that w, = 0.
Reciprocally, suppose that w, = 0, then there exists 0 E Der,0 such that [D2] =
[Dx, 0]. Then e" = cp is an automorphism of A A ® AY and cpDcp"1= Dx + D¡ + D¡
This proves that cpZ)= Dxq>,up to the order two, and that DX(D¡) = 0. Whence

we define
£>2= [D¡] EHx
2 -

1^31

= JJ3

and the construction may be continued as in [3].
V.9. Remarks on E. M. fibre, (a) In the same way as in IV.15, if a is É^-formal,
there exists an isomorphism between the E. M. fibre and the formal fibre

*: (AY, D) -(AY,

Dx)

such that

(*-id)(Yp)EFp_x,

p>0.

(b) From (a), we deduce the following sequence of strict implications:
(a is f^-formal) =* (The E. M. fibre and the formal fibre have the same homotopy
type) =>(The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of a collapses at the £2 term
(dr = 0, r > 2)).
V.10. Remark. In the same way as in V.8, we obtain obstructions ¿3, G 77/ to the
existence of the isomorphism ¥ defined in V.9(a).
Denote by: 77^: the homology of the cochain complex
0,

Der; -Der/:

J

Der;: the space of degree s derivation on A Y which lowers the filtration by p, and

#i = U>i.].
V.U. Examples. (1) The natural
as it can be seen from IV. 14(3).
(2) Consider a continuous map
(z2, i2, z2) G n5(S'5 X CP2) where
CP2) and (z2, z2, z2) the Whitehead
0T: (A(bs,b2,b's),d)

inclusion, S3 V S2 — S3 X S3 is a formal map,
a which represents the homotopy class i5 +
z5 (resp. z2) is the fundamental class of S5 (resp.
product. The formalization

- A¿>5® b2/ (b\) =H(S5®CP2,k)

is defined by
eT(b5) = b5,

0T(b2) = b2,

6T(b'5) = 0.
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Let y be an automorphism of ( A(b5, b2, b'5), d) such that
y(b5) = b5,

y(b2) = b2,

y(b'5) = b5 + b'5.

Then, 0'T = 6T ° y •*-6T and f?*.— 6^*. A direct computation

proves that a is

informai, but not f7rformal.
(3) Let a: S — S2p+ ' be a continuous map such that:
S is a formal space [8],

H(S2p+x,Q) = Ab and a*(b) is indecomposable in H*(S,Q).
Then a is a formal map (V.8).
(4) Let a: S -> T be a continuous map such that

77(F) = AA,
S is a formal space,

a*: 77*(r, Q) -> H*(S,Q) is injective.
Then a is a formal map (V.8).
(5) The natural inclusion Gn k -* Gx k is a formal map.

(6) The map 7r: CP2 -> S4 defined in III.10 is formalizable and its homotopy fibre
is not a formal space. This proves that formal fibre and E. M. fibre can be
isomorphic without being formal algebras.
(7) Consider the continuous map S2 X Ss -» CP2 defined by its minimal model

(A(b2, bs), dB) - (A(*2, b5) ® Ay3, d) - (A_v3,0)

with db5 = b\ and c7v3= b2. The differential D and D of the E. M. model are
described in low degree below.

This map is not formalizable (V.9).
(8) The natural inclusions i: Ss -> S5 X CP2 is formalizable but not formal
(example 2) and the corresponding 771 is zero.
(9) For 7r: £ — S3 X Ss as in III. 13, all ù, are zero although it is not formalizable,
and the E. M. spectral sequence of 7r collapses.
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